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Non-temporal meta-learning frameworks like Generative Query Networks
(GQN) or Neural Processes (NP) are limited in modeling stochastic processes
with temporal dynamics – an important setting.
a
How can we model stochastic processes having an underlying temporal
structure?

1. Introduce SNP, a meta-transfer learning framework for learning stochastic
processes with underlying temporal dynamics.

2. Apply SNP framework to GQN & introduce Temporal GQN, the first model
that can roll-out 4D scenes.

3. Introduce a novel approximate posterior called posterior dropout
that encourages context use.

4. Demonstrate generalization beyond training time horizon.

Each time-step receives its own context set Ct. Context Ct can empty on some 
time-steps in which case all the query points belong to the target set Dt.

We use an approximate posterior:

The inference model is used to derive the following ELBO training objective.

With rich target information in z<t , KL term is reduced ignoring the context. We
call this transition collapse.
a

We propose posterior dropout by randomly replacing some Q transitions with
P transitions in inference at .

Context is provided in the first 5 time-steps and then the future is predicted only using the
action sequence. We show predictions from 8 cameras at each time-step.

Early context hides yellow face but reveals it later. Revelation updates SNP's knowledge
about the face while still remembering the faces seen earlier.

SNP sample at 
t=33 when a small 

amount 
of context is 

shown along the 
roll-out.

We propose an auto-regressive roll-out of
latents. Each zt models the stochastic process
of the current time-step described as follows:

CONTRIBUTIONS

CONTEXTS AND TARGETS

Meta-learning framework that has GP-like
flexibility in inferring the function from contexts at
test time and like a neural network is also efficient in
evaluating inferred function on test inputs.

NEURAL PROCESSES

Generative Process

SEQUENTIAL NEURAL PROCESSES (SNP)

GENERATIVE MODEL

INFERENCE MODEL

EVIDENCE LOWER BOUND (ELBO)

• It is conditioned on all contexts and targets 
of the entire episode.

• Framework allows any suitable approximate 
posterior. A realization of inference model 

using a backward RNN

ELBO is estimated only for the targets at time-steps that use Q transitions.

• Information available in z<t is reduced thus encouraging better context use.
• Reconstruction quality is unharmed as it only uses the targets that use Q.

CONSEQUENCES

PREDICTION IN 3D ENVIRONMENTS

META-TRANSFER LEARNING IN 3D ENVIRONMENTS

Pixel MSE of generations plotted for each time-step of 
the roll-out. TGQN outperforms GQN even beyond the 

training horizon.

Pixel MSE of generations plotted for each time-step of 
the roll-out.
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Target NLL 
plotted for each 
time-step of the 

roll-out for 
context regimes 
(a), (b) and (c).

QUALITATIVE COMPARISON

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON

2D COLOR SHAPES ENVIRONMENT

META-TRANSFER LEARNINGQUANTITATIVE COMPARISON

In the figure below, early contexts
are shown and then the model is allowed
to predict. Inherent stochasticity of the
true process makes the predictions
diverge. On seeing cyan triangle, its
position is updated while the knowledge
of the red circle is retained.
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TEMPORAL GENERATIVE QUERY NETWORKS (TGQN)

To render dynamic 2D and 3D scenes, we apply SNP to Consistent Generative 
Query Networks and implement TGQN.


